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Compact ification of the Twisted lleterotlc String

-) rr;: 1-f

I. Introduc tion

\,

Recent progrt'S3 in WlderstMJding string tbeorie3 hM brought to light a numba
of new con~tmctiont~~ for producing lJoth new string theorie:~:(l-3) and new comp&('tifications 1•-6). Whether the3e constructi ons truly differ in a fundamen t a.! way,
or a..n

I

merely expamiom of a single (or a few) string field theories &round different
YVua
is

V.P. Nair

1

o(

choice of options. To settle this issue it will ultimately bt nece"ary to go well beyond

Andrew Strominge rl•3

Ftanlc

importl\nt issue, for hope of deriving obru~rvable realities from con•iderat ions

consistenc y at the Planck ma:~s must largdy rely on there bt-ing a senrt-ly limiterl

Alfred Shapere2

Wilc~<k 1

IUl

perturbati ve expansion s, and to determine if corutructio n.s which look qtute diffat-nt

,2

in perturbati on theory are 11omehow connected . Even if they do turn outio be
connected to one another an important practical que:!ltion will rt!main: which Tacnum.
if

1 Institute

for The-on tical Physics
University of C!Uifornia
Santa Barbara, California 93106

any, is the best starting point for a pertnrbati ve exp;utsion ?

Thi~

a question of stability; the false vacua will decay to the correct

2Depa.rtment of Physics
Univ~ity of California
Santa Barbara, California 93100

In thi11 note we combine two of the new

3Institute for Advanced
Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

constmction~. to

is at leut parti<llly

on~.

define still more coruis·

tent compactif icatious. The nature of these compactif icatiom pennih

IIJ

to make a

modest start ou the questions of connectednes~ and stability. Sptti6call y, we combine

ABSTRACT
We consider compactifications of the recently discovered tachyon free non·
rupersym·mt.~ric string on tori of Lorentr.ian self dual lattices. The
one loop
cosmological constant is computed as a function of the pl\riUDcters charac·
teri&iD« the lattices. When the lattice paramder s are treated as dynamical
variables, thdr ~atioll! of motion ~re extremiza tion of A. This extrem·
iution ddennine a the allowed gauge groups and mass sptttr&. We explicitly
find some extrema of A, valid to all orders in perturbati on theory. A nry gen·
rral duality ~lation between compactl6cations is demoutra ted, which lell(b
to ao equinlmc e of compactificatioDJ on tori of radii R a.ud

k·

Narain's idea of compactif ication on Lorentz.ia.n lattices

[•!

with tb~ recent ideas of

Dixon and Harvey [1], and of Alvarez.·G aume, Ginsparg, Moore, and Vala [7] for
con8tntcting non-supe~ymmetric 11tring theori<":!l. Narain's corutmcL::~n leacb to ciUSt>s
~

of models which are continuow ly connected to one another. lndef'<l. this constructi
on

has been reinterpre ted [7J as the presence of certain constant bad:pntm d fitld.s: on the
16-dimf'nsional tonUI of the wual heterotic string [8). It is very rta~~onable. then.
to
think that thc8e model11 all flit within the !lame elMs ~ namdy they are all differtnt
compactif ications of

th~

heterotic string. At the same time, thl:" twisting corutmcti on

has the import<Wt ucw feature of producing tachyon frt•t> modeh toithout .mper-sym·
metry. In particular , a finite non-zero cosmological term appears in tht>se mociels
thlt>
to imperfect cancellatio n bctwt>en

bo~on

and fermion tf'ro p(lint tnt>rgi("S:

Wht'u we combine the two constnlction:o,

"

Wt'

tind thl\t

th~ ma~rutudt

of the

l"'O!'·

1

molo(ica.l

t~rm

m~tud~

d!!pends on the form of the LoreuttiiW lattice (or, equivalently, on the

of the background fields). Stability requires that

thi~

term be extremited.

A crucial feat\ll"e of our an&lysis is a remarkable duality bdween tori with radii

/t (in units of string teDJion).

:r/(,. + t)

We show that this duality implies a complete

the classic •

+-+

t channel duality and modular invariance,

= 2/ + L/( 17 + t)

zA(q-

+~.:._at ,irt{6H)
L- 2n "

•~0

where (L 1, £A) E

r i11

the winding vector, and

th,eory, the left 1\Dd right moving

llOJ.

lattice~,

~Tiew o(

I

2

I

2

'imR

operators are
I 2
I .2

.

= 2L + N-,

c is a normal ordering constant which equals 0 for the Ramond ~ector and

D. Tbe twUted beterotle atring on Lorentsian lattlees

~terotic

ranges from 0 to 2w-. In th~ quantum

-m = -L + N- I
4 L 2

i.e. lattices for which the

cosmolO(ical term hu uro derintin to all arden in string perturbation theory.

ten dimmsional

ma.<~s

t1

In the present context, this duality is especially im-

portant b«auae it allows ua to identify stationary

We bepn with a brief

(I)

t) = zA + LA(a- t) + '""' ~aA,i,.{.:r-t)
L- 2n "

Kramen- Wannier duality of two-dimensional theories [9J, and electric·magnetic or
chartt-monopole duality

in R 26 -D.IO-D (4). Clu.ica.lly, the

•~0

tion to arbitrary Lorenhian nen stlf dual lattices. This duality is intimately related
dualitie~:

r

comp1Ktifif'd left and right monn then have! the mode rxpMsiow

lsomorphism bet~n S · matrix elements on the different tori and hM a general in·

to senral other

may be extended to dimnuioru

D < 10 Ly compa.c:tifying (26- D) ldt moving IUld ( 10- D) right movin~ ttring degTees

or freedom on a Lor~ottian even llelf dual lattice

This occun only for a discrete set of comp&!"'!ifications.

R and

cr:m:o~truction

NRrain rt'Riited thl\t the heterotic

Narain's heterotic string 1heories and the twisted

! for the

Neveu·Schwan; sector. The physical states obey the corutraint

ttring. Then, after defining a twist projection and enu·

2
mL

= mR2

(2)

mn-atinr the aecton in twi!ted lower-Wmen.sion&J theories, we compute the p&rtition
function and the coemologic&l
and loc&l

ext~ma

co~tant

A. ,A.,ymptotic properties of A are di&ellSSed,

Modular invl\riance requires that the tachyon at level

-!

physical spectmm. Thu.! m~ is never negative aud since

are found. Modular invariance is proved in the appendix.

be projected out of the

m2 = rnl

+

m'k = %mk.

these theories are tachyon free.
In the ten dimenaional hetf'rotic string

!8), a 26-dimensionl\l left moving

do~ed

bosonic string is fused to a right moving ID·dimensional d08ed supenltring.

The

sixteen •internal• ltft mming dimeDJiom are compa.ctified. on a 16-toi'U8 R 18 /f, where

the lattice

r iJ required to be integral, even and self duaJ

by momentmn quantization,

CJ·traoslation inYViance, and modular invariance, respectively. Such lattices exi3t only
in 8n dimensions, and
ol

an

Ea

X

Ea

only two in 16 dimemiom. These are the root lattices

aud Spin(32)/Z2. Actions or theS< groups on the •Iring Hilbert space

~aliud wh~

Remarb.bly,

the~ an>

the intem&l dimensions an: cornpactified on tbt-

th~

corre~ponding

tori.

same groups are singled out by the requirement that the resulting

low enerv field th.ory be anomaly free I11 I.
3

The massless gauge boson states

corre~pond

to winding vectors { L, 0) E

r

with

L 2 = 2 in addition to the standard Kaluta-Kiein U( 1) gauge bosow. If th~ ~t of such
winding vectors contaiM the root lattice of a Lie g-roup G, then G is a K"•u«e

~up

of the theory. The Kalnz.a· Klein U ( 1) bosons correspond to the Cart an suba.IK"ebra of
the gauge g-roup. Narain has fotwd lattices leading to several gauge groups, includinK"
S0(52- 2D) and E 8 x E 8 x Gw-D where G10-D is a.ny ~imply laced Lie ~up of

rllllk (10- D).
The above coustmction

give~

a (26- D)(IO- D) parametrr family of compa.cti-

fications of t.he hf'tf'rotic 11t.ring to D dimf'nsions. Tbis is ht'C<\Il!le

1\:UY

two LoreuttilUl

I

e..n .. If dual !attic" in

R2ti-D,lO-D

are related by on S0(26- D, 10- D) rota-

remaining symmetry group generators correspond to L 2 =- 2 with 6 · L E Z and

tion. In reneraJ, such rotations will change the mass spt!tlnllll, unless both mla.nd

G = 0(16) x 0(16). Furthermore, the lowest maaa h•vel in the ldt mOYin« twi•tt'd

"'~an ldt unchanrffi. Physically distinct ~p~tification.s therefore corre11pond to

sector is at imi = !(L

•Lortnta boo3t.," i.t., point.a in tbt manifold

l"llsure tbftt tbe theory <:outftina uo tl\t"byon.

M

S0(26- D, 10- D)
D) x SO(IO- D)'

+ 6) 2 + N- 1 = !6 2 - 1,

ao { 1

= 2 and

thto con~traint (2)

Now consider applying such a twist to the theories of Narain. If

= S0(26-

r

~a Lorenuia.n

lattice, let
The other modification or the heterotic etring mentioned above is obtained by
defi..nin« a •twisted fermion number operator- a, with a 2

=

a: (-I)G(-1)21U-Li)

1, and projecting in a

moduJar inT'&IiiWl fuhion onto states with a = 1. The a defined in { IJ is

where (26, 26) E rand 62 -6 2 E

z. In particular,

(3)

weohall focw on thecaae

P-6 2 = %,

which alwaye lead! to a tachyon free theory. Such vectors (6,i) always aist, h«a1.1M'

a= (-1)G. ,2,;p-6

My Lorentzian lattice io IUl S0(26- D, 10- D) rotation of fa <B fa <B ( 10 - D) · a 1 .
where 26 E r ond G, the G-parity, i.s defined as follows. In the ontiperiodic (Neveu-

Schwan) aector conatructed from Ol(illaton of baiC·i.ntegrallnel number, G is defined
to bt worldshr-rt fermion number minw one. In the periodic (Ramond) sector, G is
the c:!Urality operator,. The GSO projection correspond.

tio a~-

(Here 11 1 is the Lorentz ian lattice in R 1•1 , generated by the nuJI Yt<:ton

tonu leads to radically

tr~lation

·

We <:1\11 just take (5, 5) to be the very same rotation or the Do. Other such twitu for

fs ED ra ED (10- D)ul are

po11:~ible,

such a.s

(-1)G IUld yield. the
r ' . ;-.

ori(inal hekrotic string. Adding in the extra Z2

'

in the compactification

,, = (

difl'e~nt theori~.

62

The particular choiu of 62 = 2, r~alized by

~

,.-----,

l,o7,o', ( ~) .0•-v. 0oo-o)

= (o';o';

(~)'. 0•-o.o••-D.)
___j ....__,

~~-

6o =

{((i);· :~:)

m

r 8 <Brs

rn

r 1e,

exhawt the inequivaJent twists with 51 -5 2

results in a c:!Ural, tachyon free theory with 0(16) x 0(16) symmetry and no opacetime
mpenymmetry.

Bri~fty, the projection !(1 +a) appli~d to either of the original

btttrotic strin~ rnult! in two sectors: an even G-parity Neveu-Schwarz bosonic sector
with 6 · L E Z and a. Ra..mond sector with 6 · L E Z

+!

(and negative hclicity, with

our connntion (or G}. In addition, modular invariance demand! that we include two
twistffl le'Cton of strings which cloae only up to a transformation by a : X(2;w-)

o:X(O}a- 1

(which amounts to ~placing L by L

an an NS Stttor with 6 · L E Z

+ ,,

+6

=

in the mode exp&nsion). These

and a R sector with 6 · L E Z. The only

5

l:

'<

and 6o,5t or 51 plus any perpendicular light-like vector twice which is in

alent twists with 62 -

52 1:

=-

r.

Tbt"Se

2. In addition, there a.rt other inequ.iY·

2 leading to tachyon free theoriet~. (5 1 -51 i1 in ~nera.l

constrained to be an integer in order to have matched le£t and right

mOYin~ m~

levels in ar.corr!Mce wit.h CfJtlation (2).) Howrvrr, in what follows, we coW!Iider only
62 -

62 =

2.

Like the 0(16) x 0(16} string, these theories all have twisted a.nd untwisted
fermionic and hosonic sectors.

We shall enumerate the states with a

=

I ln each

of these four sectors. The untwisted bosonic sector is the product of a right
even G-parity NS ~~t•ctor and a left moving bosonic ~ector with L · 6 G

moYin~

i ·6E

Z. So

the- untwisttd bosonic partition function is

Pft = Tr

.l

.r•mL

I

1.

l•m"

00

.Il

1

= 21l.r

!l

1 )" [

1 - z"

ptw

(l"'t-z•~l)'

00

(

Similarly,

I

1 - J"

F

00

-

!].

(1-z•-1)' ]

1

1 - t"

(t)

2

(L,L)Er

211 z I)

(

1- f"

Jtatft. The compactificati on ia accounted (or by the sum onr lattice vectors, with

i (I+ (-I)2(LI-.i.i))

.erTinr to pick out stat~ with L · 5 -

F

In

t~

z

•=•

i.......J

(L,i)Ef

(7)

1
1- ) u { 8 n (I-+ t") "',jL , tlL·, (-l)2IL1-Lit·
fi
z
I - z"
I - f"'
L00

=-I

(

n=l

-_I_

IJ
00

(

1 + t"'-,' ) ' L:zlfL+lll,ti iL+6),(-1)2( L·I-i.·i)
1-l"
r

IJ

(

1- t • -' ' ) '

utn=l

+~
2"'_,

r

00

n=:l

1- t"'

L:z\IL+6)':\ {i+6)'

E Z.

and the right moving Neveu-Schwa n vacuum at level
statel!l satisfying the con.straint

(-l-) t(l+l")'"',\L'z\L'~(I-(-I)2(L1-L·i))
I- z
1
~

2

r

}

Fir-~t

compactified momenta now lie in the shifted lattice r + 6:
I
I
-m};
= -(L + 5) 2 + N- I
4
2

=

a~ 1 L6'_ 1 RIO)

a~l.Lb~l.RIO)

'.

~~ \.RI( L,O))

,.

(2 $ i < D, D $I< 10, D $ A< 26)
where I(L,O)) is the lowest state with 5. L E Z, L 2

= 2,

and (L,O) E

0(8), are •imply

~~fo~

lu, ( L, 0))

L

!I

1 - z"

!]

1 - t"'

1

00

!I (1-z•-1)']

,\IL+'l',lli+ i)'.} (1- (-1)2(£6-ii))

IL.L)Ef

1 - t"_

.

.

where now 6 · L E Z +
(6)

!, L2 = 2 1\Dd

11

is the 8, index.

The twisted NS sector contains the ffia.5slcss scalar bo3om:

IlL+ o. L + i))'
7

The lownt lyin~

r.

The a'•

untwisted (errnio'nic stat.es, with the Ramond vacuum trM!(onning u an 8,

2

2 00
( - 1 ) • [ (l+t"-1)' +

-!.

are left moving bosonic oscillators and 6's are right moving fennionic oscillaton. Tbe

I 2 I· - 2 · I
-mR
= -(L
+ 5) + N-4
2

P"'= _I
» ut z

cowider the untwisted

the mas3lesa ttatt"!l

a;_,,L6~\.RIO)

~~. RI(L,O))

+1,

indica.tinr that this !eCtor is bo8onic. The mass operators are a1so different, since

art

N

a;_, L6'_ 1,. RIO)

.

with haJf-interer lnel numbn, i.e., odd G-pa.rity. ModuJar invariance will also imply

that the path integral onr the twisted NS !eCtor mll!t be summed with weight

mi = m~

.

(S)

twisted NS St!t:tor, modular invariance will require projection onto states

00

(8)

r

We now di5cu.ss the mMsless sectors of these theories.

i · i E Z + ! so similarly

- t•

1: = 11

we find

2

11

zt(L+6)' ztiL+i)'

"'

1-f"'

boeonic eector, with IO) = IO}L IO) R the product of the left mOTin, vacuum with N=I

L ·i

Tbr untwiata:i fennioos han L · 6 -

P'"=!noo

2t ( ~")'

_1_ )
1-z"

r~=l

1- f"

with a minWI sign in the brac.ketM factor for projection onto eveu G-parity

the projec-tion operator

(

. } ( 1 + (-1)2(L6-Lil)

Po- Pr

ls the usual partition fuuction of the bosoWc ( NS) sector of I!Ul tmcompactified heterotic

•trine,

00

00

I! (I+ t•-1)' -g (I- z•-1)']

2
1 ) •[

1- ,.

II

Putting everything together a.nd U!ing the standard 8-ftwction identity I~+

whue the- trace is onr mau eigeUJt&tea in the projected sector. ln this txpression,

1

z

n=I

..... ,\L' 1 \i' ~(I + (-1)2(£·1-t-i))

'-:--

=~

8

und~r

wb<~ (L+i)' = 2, (i+6)' =I and L·6 -L·6 E Z+!· (We label all twi•ted Btateo

group

with a prime-.) The twi3ted. R ~tor fermions tramform as an 8 •:
1

0(2n) x 0(2m), where 2m, 2n?: 16 and n + m = 26- D.

I•'·

::'

(L +-6,0))'

whe~ (L + i)' = 2, L · i E Z, and (L,O) E

r.

The method.s of reference 12 &llow m to write down the ~()t!;molo~~aJ con.ttaot

Note that the mu•le., •tate •pectrum

(or the compe.ctified theory without further ado. kt F be the fundammtal notion

{r =

is non<hinl for D < 10.

Tt

+ iro,

E C: T'J

> 0, Jrtl < ;, lrl?: 1}. Then tht coomolo~cal COD.Jtaot in o

ten dimen!ional uncompactifie d theory is

AJ an namplr, consider tht lattice rmu: generated by the nctOrB in R 2ft-D,IO-D

(±e; ± ef,O)

A!-loop= -c

l:>i<j:>2 6-D

f. -r,
F

(O,±i;±i;)

(tv., .o.) = (et 'it)

IS

a pm1itive numerical factor which depend! on the ttrin« tt1l8ion and the

factor rl 5 arises from the integration over D-dimeruion'l l momenta for D

(.,,,oi>,)= (i!et+ ... +el$-D). i(it+ .. +ito-vl)

r max

(9)

with ,t2 = 2 generate the root lattice of S0( 52 - 2D),

(•0,,;,,) and(.,,,,;,,). .., opinor and vector weight• of 90(52- 2D), S0(20- 2D).

(!/

;o";o 10-D;6 10-D) this gro'!P is broken down toG=

0(16) x 0(36- 2D). The m ... leos field theory has bosons wlilch transform under
1
O(D- 2)

X

0(16)

X

--c
At-loop-

1

d2r
F' 2'2

f.

$

(D- 2, I, I)JR ® !(D- 2, I, I)

e

(I,Adj, 1)

e

(I, I, Adj)JL

and~·

The twisted and

UDtwisted fermion> transform under 0(8) x 0(16) x 0(36- 2D) • as
(8,,16,36- 2D)

and

P=-BLAa~C·~
·~
where

B

= Z _, l -'II
0
(
1-

•

(!)

, 0 18

-D ; ;, 69-D), then the

~

( 1%)

iz-1 IJ(l + z"-}) 8

•

II(!+ z")'
•
A-+ = - 2z
'-'II
• (I - z" -'•
>)
A+-=

Clearly, by choosing appropriate twists, we can get any maximal &ymmetry

• Of counto, 0(8) is broken down to O(D- 2) but it is more convenient notationally to
VOOP the O(D- 2) representatioll ! together.

(

= ~ T ,-2·-~-,-·
~ T

(<>P) •pecifie• (a, t) boundary condition> with (Mti-) ptriodicity dtnottd by + ( -):

muimal symmetry group is 0(18) x 0(3•- 2D), and the m...le.. ,twi•ted sector di•ap~vs.

I

z" )'<
" ( 1 - t" )S

(Ill

and 11 is the Dedekind 11 function. The A 0 p's are in the notation of n-ferrnce IS, i.e.,

A--=
forD < 10. What about other hrists? U (6)) = (

( 10)

(8) can be written as

(8,., 128, 1)
9

r-(D-2)/21P e(z,t)- Pr(z.z)l
2

along the lines of reference 3 and details are in the appendix. The partition function

Theoe booou. include 0(16) x 0(36- 2D) gauge fields., well., (10- D) scala'" in
the O<ljoint o( G, (10- D) U(l) vector bosous, and gPv, B'v

10. In

We now tum to the que11tion of modular invariance of A. Our argument will be

d(36- 2D) ..

!(10- D)· (I, I, 1)

=

. Iy rep I ace r -• w1t
. h r -D/l an d ob tam
.
our ca.se, we Simp
2
2

which is therefore the puge group oftbe heterotic string theory compactified on fmu-

For the twist (6,6) = (

T'J

l:>i<j:>JO -D
where c

The Yecton (A:, 0) ln

.fir -• IPe(z, :) - Pr(z, •ll

-szl

(13)

•

The bar over

Anfl

denotes complex conjugation. The Cn','J' ·, are
10

!lllm!l

onr lattice

ncton with twists put in.
C __

for the lattice sumB and the amplitudes A 01 ,8 1 ... and Co~. a• •.. can~ constructed.

= :~:::>~(LH) 1 H/-+i)'(-l)2(L·I-i·i)
0

Presumabl7 the diagonal awn will give a modular invariant &.m.plitude.

c+- = I:•IL' 1 1L'(_;l)2(H-i-l)
C-+ =

(14)

lll. Extrema of A and equations of motion

I:•lfLHJ' 1 1rL+il'

Th~ correspondence forth~

In eection II we have described (26 - D)( 10 - D) pMameter

C's is as follows: in the (u, t) notation, Mtiperiodicity

comp~V-tificatiom

which are degl"Ul"rate at the ttring tree lel'el.

We

DQW'

wish to

in t1 cortftponds to summing over lattice nctors with a shift, i.e. (L, i) __, (L + 6, L +

deterrniue which of thtee rem&in solution.!! at the one lonp Ind. In terms or 1llin~

j ), whil< antip<riodicity in t co.,...pond. to the insertion of the fi\Ctor (-I j2(L·I -L·i).

diAgrams, this requires thl\t the one loop one-point function. nni•h [131. Tb.ese are

From the amplitudes A0 , and Cn~b' one can construct 16 pOMible products. Cerappropriat~l7

taln

wri«httd sum& of these products correspond to unitary, modul&r

given by the expectation values of vertex operators on the world sheet tonu.

In

principle, one might han to consider an infinite number of vertn openton.

lD

innriao.t strint theories jl-3J. In our case, the partition function ia the sum of the

practice this is avoided becauae we han a small parameter at our dispoeal, namely

diacooal

the diJaton expectation value

termJ, w~re the spin structlll't ( a,S) is identified with the twist stn1cture

~0,

which governs the 1trength of ttrinA: loop COrT't'CtionJ.

(a' .P') of the lattice sum.s. From the tran3fonnation of the amplitudes given in the

At string tree level, this is a free parameter, and it m-wt be a.ssumed to be small for

app.endix, A is easily verified to be modular invariant.

the consistency of our analysis.

The~ an

nriant, e.g .•

&lao other combin&.tion.s of the 16 amplitudes which are modular in-

0::: A 0~): 0::: Ca'~•).

Thi• i• zero •ince

L: A = 0.

Since the diagonal

is modular invariant, we see th&.t the nondiagonal terms in the above sum also

ALm

cJn a moduJu invviant combination corresponding to a theory with a coemological

functions for massive

with some remiU'ks on the question o( modular in-

vviaoce for higher loop amplitudes. For lloop string caJculatioiUI, we have to consider
JUJDJ

they at most shift their txpectation values by a smaJI

dimensional dilaton which couples to the Euler dewity of the world

sh~t

manifold.

Consider first the (26-D)(lO-D) vertex operators that create the maaless modott
associated with the lattice moduli. In generki, the one point function usociated with

and we shall not discuss it further.
~tion

-

defonnations of the metric and the gauge and antisymmetric fields 171) and the ten

'

We shall conclude thia

field!~

This small parameter justifies ignorin« one point

amount.* The relevant massless modes are the lattice moduli (which cornspond to

cooatao.t of the opposite sign to the diagonal one. This theory has tachyons, however,

over rurfacet with 2l noncontractible loops or homology cycleiJ. This gives 22t

a mauleM defonu&tion of the bll.Ckground ia simply the linearized variation of the
functional integral under the deformation. In our cMe, the one point functio111 vanish
at

r = ro if
or

r=r,

= 0

two spin structures corresponds to the usignmtnt o( relatin ± sigm corresponding

We sha.ll show that A hM several critic&] points as a ftlllction on the lattice moduli

to periodicity or antiperiodicity. Since the values o( X differing by lattice vectors are

!pa<:e SO(p,q)/SO(p) x SO(q) (p

identified, one can a.l.ao aasociate winding numbers (lattice vectors) and twist vectors

duality relating the different theories on this space.

with each CJcle. There is thus a one to one correspondence between spin structures

and twist structures; for each spin strucure, there is a corresponding twist structure
11

}{
,.
:.·\

i_A(r)l

tpln structW"ri or choices for fermionic boundary conditiom. The difference between

~

famil~ o( strin~

= 26-

D, q = 10- D), a consequence of a c.rtain

• In particular one cl\ll ignore at this order the tadpole which might tt>ll us to shift to
de Sitter space /l4J The srale of the relevant dr Sitter geometry will be la.r~e r-elatiYe
to the string scale.
1~

~1

I

~ usua.J, ld

r

be a Lo~ntsian lattice with (L,

i)

E

r.

We cowider a one

parameter f&mily of SO(p, q) transformation s which mix the vectors L and

shall first examine the

CUt'

= 9,

of compactificaOOn to D

i.e. q

= 1.

i.

We

orders

M

well.

In this case L;
The formulation of these theories in terms of co01tant ba.ckrround Yalun of m ....

ia: a 11 dimenaional Y«lor and we cao write

Li = cosh/l;Li + sinhPii

lese fields also leads us to expect the existence of a lar&"e number of critical point•

L

for A. The topology of the moduli space is quite complicated since thert are 'rViotu

-, = siDh/I;L; + coah/I;L.

~i p&ramtttria.n the- •boost• which mint the 1 th component of L with

r

all orders in string perturbation theory and so symmt>tric lattices •~ eztf!'ma to aJI

periodic shifts of the background fields which lean the theory physieaJiy 1mch&o~td

L.

is an extr<mal point of A if A(r(/1;)) = A(r(-/1;)) for infinitesimal /1; for all 17

Thill mean!! that the Betti numbers of the moduli spact will be large and Moru theory
suggests a corresponding ly large number of critical pointl!l.

From
the transformatio n ~u&tiotu ahon, we ~e that Pt -

i.,- -i.

-P;

can be compensated for

We now turn to the ten

dirnernion~~ol

dilaton.

Its one loop one poi.nt function

will

vanishes if and only if the cosmologic~ cowtant A does. A = 0 at the ttriur t~

be a critical poi.nt of Al-loo, pro?ided (L, -i) is always a lattice vector, (Then the

level by virtue o£ the conformal invariance of the a-model [13J. Since the one loop

by

m.m.mation

Since the exprt"Uion for the mMaes ia i.nvviant under

L: L.L also nuu onr

i - -L, r

coamological constl\llt is generically nonzero, our approximate solutiota wlll in rmenl

the same ran~.)

Consider now the general cue of compactificati on to D dimensions. The lattices
.may now be parametrized by SO(p,q) elements. We sh&.ll call lattices 1vmmttric if

(L,

i)

E r <> (L,

-i)

E r, and denote them by r.,.,.. (Note that a Lorentzian self

dual l&ttice is symmetric if and only if it is aJw Euclidean self dual {although it need
not be Euclidean even). Hence the number of symmetric lattices in D rlimeosiom is
finite.) ForSE SO(p,q), Jet r.,.,.(S) be the lattice obtained by boosting r"Ym by

S. It is straightforwar d to see that A1_,..,, [r.,.,.(ST)j
from the definition of
corresponding to

s-

1

r~

that for

= Al-loop [r"Ym(s- 1)].

s near the identity,

is mintt! that corresponding to

sT.

the vector in
Thus

develop some slow (for small tP) time dependence controlled by the Yalue of A at the
extrema. For A positive, tP will roll in to weak coupling, while if A it De&"atiYe it will
roll to strong coupling. Neverthelel!ll!l for small tP we have approximate wlutiona for a
long time.
Of particular interest is the point at "infinity" corresponding to •de(ompacti6 ca

4

tion." Oy this we mean the limit in which all the radii of the ( 10 - D) dimewionaJ

Also,

compactificati ou torus go to infinity, while other parameters are held finite. (Thi3 limit

so(~Letbld

is most easily understood if one interprets the Lorentzian lattice compachficat iow in

rsym is an extremum

terms of expectation values for background

m~lel!ll!l

fields. It then corTt""Spoods to

an infinite comta.nt rescaJing of the metric.) We will ~how that this point is a local

ol Al-l..,·
For the lattice fmu of equation (9) leading to the maximal gauge group, we have

minimum o£ the D dimemional energy. For large radii, the field theory approximation

=

should be valid. The dynamics are deacribed by the teo dimensional eff'edin action

weights of S0(4k) for e..n D, wher< 2k

r , thm

so is (c,, -tO,). fm.u is thus symmetric and is a critical point of A1-loop·

Another rritical point is the lattice
(roUp

26- D. In this c ..e, il (w,, Vi,) is in

ra $ ra $

ru:Tf,

0(16) x 0(16) x SU(2)'. In the next section, we sh•ll show th•t the theories

d~fined by

r sym( sT)

IUld

r sym Is -I) formally
13

Sw =

Jdlo,J

-gi!OI(R(IO) _ A(lO))

which corrt>sponds to the gauge

have the same cosmological cons taut to

where the numerical value of A(IO) ha.s been computed in j2J and i• positin. Com·
pacti(yiug to D

di!IICII~ious

ou a Hat tonts, oue obtaim the D d1mewiooa.J t>ffet:tin
14

II

action

So=

j zJd0

and rsym(S- 1), where the parameter-3 of S E SO(p,q) give a mnst.tn of the radii

0
9(0l(vn( )- VA(IO))

(15)

of the variow tori M well as expectation values for the other fielcU. Thit duality

whe~ V iJ the Yolume of the tonl!. (This ;Hective action iJ relevant on sc&Jes large
relatin to the strinr scale v;l but !mall relative to ;Q 1R. At the latter scale,

generalizes to all the scattering amplitudes and provides a complete mappinr ~tW«n

the cunaturt of the background geometry becomes relen.nt.) VA(IO) increases as

V - oo. Howenr it II wronS' to conclude from this that the dyni\Dlics force ua to
tmaller V. In fact the oppoeite ia true. To

i ..

~

by Norain.)
The duality mapping can be defined in temu of the Yertn: OJM'raton. Thew an
i•belled by (k 1 ) 1) Erin addition to the oscillator l•be)o {n) and the D <limn~>ional

this, define a new metric

=,..v~

momentum p. The vertex V(k 1 , ki, {n).p)

o( r.,.,.(sT) i• computation ally equinl<nt
1
1
to V(k , -kJ, {n).p) of r.,.,.(s- ) becat~!e the minll3 sign in front of kJ is comP<U·

So then taU. the canonical form
s0

the two theories, (In fact, it applies equally well to tbe untwisted theoriM (ODJiidered

sated for by

= jd 0 zV-i(o)(k ( 0 l-

(D -I) g" 6V.InVV 1nV6
(D- 2)

AV-~)

1\

minm sign in the ](I mode expansion on sT relatin to

propagator together with the above equivaJeuce of the vertex operaton
there is a corresponding mapping of the variom scattering amplitude!,

fr.ctor.) Ill pott'ntial pusht't it out to la.rger V for IWY finite value of V, 1\Dd V = +oo

levelS-mat rix elements on rJYm(ST) and rJYm(S- 1) are related by

is a ttable point for A > 0. This is in accord with the gener&l behavior described in

reference 15.

We hue se-t:n i.n the last section that the cosmological constiWt has the symmetry
Now all the theories we coa.ider can be obtained by

SO(p, q) transformat ions on a «1.-en lattice which can be taken
~.

t~bmn

i.~ ..

M

one of the symmetric

The above result thm shows that, at least a.s far as the one loop vacuum energy

that

the tree

A(k 1 )J, (n),p,ST) = A(k 1 , -kl, {n),p.s- 1)

(17)

The mapping relates !tates of equal mMs. The higher loop amplitudes ca.n be

IV. Duality

= A(r.,.,.(s- 1 )).

Tbe

•

amplitudes can be calculated in a covariant operator formalism. The innriance of the
(16)

l.nV ia a ~ealar field in D dimensions with a c&nonical kinetic term (up to a constant

A(r.,...(sT) )

s- 1.

(OO·

structed from these by we of unitarity relations and fa.ctorization. Thus the duality
relation {17) exten'ls to all orders in string perturbatio n theory.
It is iustnu:tive to consider this duality in a little more- dt>ta.il (or tht> simpl"t

case, viz. compactification on a circle

o(

radius R to D = 9. For large n.Jues of R.

~

is concerned, there i8 a duality between the theories r !)'lll{ sT) and r sym (S-I), in the

can use the field theory approximation. As R-oo, the mMSive K&luu-Kiein state!

~nse

move down to zero mass and the theory becomes effectively ten dime11.1ional. How

that they

~n

the same A. (A duality of this type wu noticed in the context

of lxl.o!onic string! in l16j.) This result, as we shall show below, generalizes to the full

can we get the same spectrum, as implied by duality, for R - 0? In ttwJ

theory.

Kaluza- Klein states get more and more massive. However, tht monopole or solitooic

For the c~ of D

=

9, the parameter e/J is proportiona l to the ra.dill11 R of

the torus inYo)Yed in the compactification, so the duality gives a mapping between
physic! at. large and small radii. More generally we have a duality between r!)'lll(ST}
15

states which wrap around the circle move down to tero

mas:~

c~.

tht>

and the thC'Ory again

• The vertex uperators, in addition to polarization tenson and e11 -·\, inYoln tlu operator cocycle8 C(L,i). From the definition o(C(L,i). one cM ~('~that they can bt'
chosen to be invariant, i.e., C(L,-L) = C(L,L).
IG

b«omes dfectinly t~n dimensional. These aolitonic states are related by the duality

C +- ( r)

..
= 'L..,r z>'L' f ''L., ( -1)2(L·6-L·6
)

C-+(r)

=L

lnDiformat iou to the low mau Kaluza- Klein l!ltates at large R.

r

The duality we find i.! l!limilar to the Krai;~rs- Wannier duality ol two dimell!ional
tpin

1J1l.ema

where thert il!l a mapping between high and low temperature • (rather

th ... larw< and small radii) ]8]. The theory ia self dual at the critical point. It ia also
reminiacent of ch.rged particle· monopole duality where inversion& of the type R play a kt'}' role. In field theory examples where one has such a duality, e.g. N

k

,\IL+Il' zlii+il'

r

6

= t'l•ir

(AJ)

From the properties of I functions

= -4

couplin( rerimes and the self dual point ia again a critical point, i.e. the fJ function
~ro

A--(r) = "-- ( -;)

(A4)

B(r) = r 12 r4 B (

(A&)

(9J. We exp«:t our duality to extend beyond the toroidal compa.ctifications

ooosidered here and to be of more

~eneral

nlidity in string theories.
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Appendix : Modular Invariance

dual lattice and let 5'1 -

A--(r)
A+-(r)

52 be even.

= ~,-•1• rr""
2

.

=(-or)

-1>•-D!

•

(1 + ,•-t)' = ~(2.)4/3
2

a=l

= -8z 113 lJ(I + z")' = _!(2~) 413

&

Lorenttian even self

=-~·-'''II (1- ,•-l)' =
2

-(10-D)

•

r

r

easily extended to the Lorenttian ca,.,e.) We find

= (-ir)-"T" (ir)-"i"c+ -

( -;)

(A7)

= (-ir)-"T" (ir)-"i"c __

( -;).

(A8)

C-+(r)
The last equation we need is

83(0, r)'
81 (0 r)</3
I

(ir)

identity

i'lf - Q)
- 2] exp( -Q
ir 2 - -Q
ir. 1JA6)
exp r-i~
- ( L - Q) 2 +-(Lr
r

Recall the definitions given in the text:

2

A- (r)
+

be

r

th~

for any vector Q. (The derivation for Euclidean !elf dua1 latticcJ in rtfertoce 1 is

This appendix provides some mathematic al details in the proof of modular inva.ri-

r

-n

We can determine the transformat ion m.les for C-+ and C+- using

This raearch wu supported in part by National Science Foundation grants PHY·

ance of the one loop partition function. M always, let

in rtftnnct 17, it tuily foiJOWJ that

A-+(r) =A+- ( -;)

and N = 2 aupenymme tric gauge theories, the mapping also relates strong and weak

i:a

discu~aed

'

C--(r)

82 (0,
r)'
8\(0, rj</3

_!(b)'/3 8,(o,r)'
2
8\(0,r)</3

Msuming this for the moment, we prove modular inva.rifUlce of A, "'-'given in equatiow:

(AI)

(8) and (9). The measure 1'2 - 2 d2 r is invariant under both r -

r + I 3Jld r - - ~

From equations (Al) to (AS), the integrand,

I
( I ) 24 ( I ) 8
B(rl=,,,/ 3IJ 1-z•
1-z•

C--( r)

=

L

2 --8

=~)-'ry(r)

,\IL+6)' ;;\IL+i)' ( -I)'IL·6-L· i)

(A2)

"=.!

,,- ' B · {A--C--

....,

is invariant under r -

-

f since

r>z -

+ A-+C-+ + A+-C+-}

fir.

It is also ea.,y to s~ that

the :mle effect of interchangin g the (--) and (- +) terms.

(L.i)H

17

18

r - r + I ba.1

....
Finally,

wt

wiah to prove equation (A8}. For simplicity, taker to be a Euclidean

We already know from (A6) that

ttlt dual lattice in RN. Then (AS) amounts to
-I

l:•l(LH)'(- I)l£.1 = (-irf'N/2 l:z'liLHI'(- l)lL·6

r

r

L

.

I
. -N/2
exp tKr(L+6) 2 = -(-tr)

LEf

2

We shall n...t to u.. the lattice r..,. = {L]L · 5 E Z}, where 25 E rand 52 E Z.

Ju dual i. limply the lattice s-enerated by 6 and the buis Tee ton of r, munely,

LEf

r
which is precisely (A9). The

(AID)

exte~ion of this argument to the Lorentzian cue 111

straightforwar d.

(All)

LEr/ g periodic OD rewa 80 we can take ita Fourier transform, defined on 2~r:vu:

=LEr_
L

I(: )f

1'o

= 'I'OI(:..,.)
=

nota

f..

lr~

dN X exp i.r(L + X) 2 exp i2•L' ·X

2
dN X exp i.rX ·exp i2•L' ·X

~ · ( -ir)-N/2 exp- i• (L')2
2

r

where TOI(rew.) = 2 ia the volume of the fundamental cell FenD of feve~~o· {Recall

that ool(r) = 1.) Rein•erting and wing (AIO), we obtain

/(X)= .!_(ir)-N/l
2

_. exp- i• (L') 2 · exp -iZ.L' ·X
~
r
L•Er:u11

L exp-i.r£ 2 · exp(-i2•L ·X)

= i(-ir)-N/2 {

LEr

+

L exp -•; (L + 5) 2 · exp -i2•(L + 5) ·X}

LEr

We can now extract equation (A9) by setting X= 5:

i(
+ i(

/(6) =

-ir)-N/l

L exp (- •; L 2) exp (-i2•L · 6)

LEr

-ir)-N/ 2

=L

I;;.

exp (- ;; (L + 5) 2) exp ( -i2•L · 5)

expiH(D + 5) 2

(A12)

·~]I+ expiZ.L · 5]

LH
19

r

r

/(X)=

j(2•L')

;.

.
exp--L 2 ·exp t2KL·6

l:expi.r(L + 6) 2( -l)lL·• = ( -ir)-N/l l:exp -7(£ + 5) 2( -l)lL 1

Couider the followinr fu.D.ction on R N:

L exp i.r(L + X) 2 · iJt + exp ihL · 5]
LEr
= L exp i.r(L + X) 2

L

Subtracting this from both sides of (A12) yield.o

where •' = oxp ( ~ ).

r;... = r u {r +6}

2

(A9)
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